
Solution to two-dimensional Inompressible Navier-Stokes Equations withSIMPLE, SIMPLER and Vortiity-Stream Funtion Approahes.Driven-Lid Cavity Problem: Solution and Visualization.byMaiej MatykaComputational Physis Setion of Theoretial PhysisUniversity of Wro law in PolandDepartment of Physis and AstronomyExhange Student at University of Link�oping in Swedenmaq�panoramix.ift.uni.wro.plhttp://panoramix.ift.uni.wro.pl/�maqAugust 4, 2004AbstratIn that report solution to inompressible Navier - Stokes equations in non - dimensional form will be presented.Standard fundamental methods: SIMPLE, SIMPLER (SIMPLE Revised) and Vortiity-Stream funtion approah areompared and results of them are analyzed for standard CFD test ase - Drived Cavity ow. Di�erent aspet ratiosof avity and di�erent Reynolds numbers are studied.1 IntrodutionThe main problem is to solve two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations. I will onsider two di�erent mathemat-ial formulations of that problem:� u; v; p primitive variables formulation� �;  vortiity-stream funtion approahI will provide full solution with both of these methods.First we will onsider three standard, primitive omponentformulations, where fundamental Navier-Stokes equation
will be solved on retangular, staggered grid. Then, solu-tion on non-staggered grid with vortiity-stream funtionform of NS equations will be shown.2 Math bakgroundWe will onsider two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equationsin non-dimensional form1:1We onsider ow without external fores i.e. without gravity.



��!u�t = �(�!ur)�!u �r'+ 1Rer2�!u (1)D = r�!u = 0 (2)Where equation (2) is a ontinuity equation whih hasto be true for the �nal result.3 Primitive variables formulationFirst we will examine SIMPLE algorithm whih is basedon primitive variables formulation of NS equations. Whenwe say "primitive variables" we mean u; v; p where u =(u; v) is a veloity vetor, and p is pressure. We an rewriteequation (1) in di�erential form for both veloity ompo-nents: �u�t = ��u2�x � �uv�y � �p�x + 1Re(�2u�x2 + �2v�y2 ) (3)�v�t = ��v2�y � �uv�x � �p�y + 1Re (�2u�x2 + �2v�y2 ) (4)We rewrite ontinuity equation in the following form:�u�x + �v�y = 0 (5)These equations are to be solved with SIMPLE method.3.1 SIMPLE algorithmSIMPLE algorithm is one of the fundamental algorithm tosolve inompressible NS equations. SIMPLE means: SemiImpliit Method for Pressure Linked Equations.Algorithm used in my alulations is presented in the�gure (1). First we have to guess initial values of thepressure �eld2 (P �)n and set initial value of veloity �eld- (U�)n, (V �)n. Then equation (3) and (4) is solved toobtain values of (U�)n+1, (V �)n+1. Next we have to solvepressure-orretion equation:r2p0 = 1�t (r � V ) (6)Next - a simple relation to obtain orreted values ofpressure and veloity �elds is applied (see appendix A fordetails about veloity orretion alulaion). At the endof time step we hek if solution overged.2Subsripts denote omputational step, where "n+1" means ur-rent step.
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Figure 1: SIMPLE Flow Diagram3.2 Numerial Methods in SIMPLE3.2.1 Staggered GridFor disretization of di�erential equations I am using stag-gered grid. In the �gure (2) staggered grid for retangulararea is skethed. Primitive variables are plaed in di�erentplaes. In points i; j on a grid pressure P values, in pointsi+0:5; j u x-veloity omponents and in points i; j+0:5 vy-veloity omponents are plaed. That simple model ofstaggered grid gives us possibility to use simple disretiza-tion with seond order auray whih will be disussedlater.
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Figure 2: Staggered grid: �lled irles P , outline irles Ux-veloity, ross V y-veloity omponent.2



Di�erential Disretization Type�u�t un+1�un�t forward, O(h)�2u�x2 ui+1;j�2�ui;j+ui�1;j(�x)2 entral, O(h2)�u2�x u2i+1;j�u2i�1;j(2��x) entral, O(h2)�p�x pi+1;j�pi;j(�x) forward, O(h)�p�y pi;j+1�pi;j(�y) forward, O(h)Table 1: Disretizations used in SIMPLE algorithm3.2.2 Disretization ShemesLet us now examine some numerial methods used in pre-sented solution. For algorithm presented in the �gure (1)we have only three equations whih have to be disretizedon a grid. First we have momentum equations (3) and (4).Disrete shemes used in disretization of momentumequations are presented in a table (1). Using presenteddisrete form of derivatives I obtain numerial sheme formomentum equations exatly in the form presented in [1℄.Equations (3) , (4) disretized on staggered grid an bewritten3 as follows4:un+1i+0:5;j = uni+0:5;j +�t � (A� (�x)�1(pi+1;j � pi;j)) (7)vn+1i;j+0:5 = vni;j+0:5 +�t � (B � (�y)�1(pi;j+1 � pi;j)) (8)where A and B are de�ned as:A = a1 + (Re)�1 � (a3 + a4) (9)B = b1 + (Re)�1 � (b3 + b4) (10)and respetively we de�ne:3Please note than ited [1℄ referene ontains some print mistakesthere.4Generally I show there only an idea how to write disretizedequations, they should be rewritten with "*" and "'" hars for on-rete steps of the algorithm

a1 = � (u2)ni+1:5;j � (u2)ni�0:5;j2 ��x � (u _v)ni+0:5;j+1 � (u __v)ni+0:5;j�12 ��y (11)b1 = � (v2)ni;j+1:5 � (v2)ni;j�0:52 ��y � (v _u)ni+1;j+0:5 � (v __u)ni�1;j+0:52 ��x (12)(a3) = uni+1:5;j � 2 � uni+0:5;j + uni�0:5;j(�x)2 (13)(a4) = uni+0:5;j+1 � 2 � uni+0:5;j + uni+0:5;j�1(�y)2 (14)(b3) = vni;j+1:5 � 2 � vni;j+0:5 + vni;j�0:5(�y)2 (15)(b4) = vni+1;j+0:5 � 2 � vni;j+0:5 + vni�1;j+0:5(�x)2 (16)Now we have de�ned almost everything. Dotted velo-ities should be also de�ned. I use simple expressions forit: _u = 0:5 � (ui�0:5;j + ui�0:5;j+1) (17)__u = 0:5 � (ui+0:5;j + ui+0:5;j+1) (18)_v = 0:5 � (vi;j+0:5 + vi+1;j+0:5) (19)__v = 0:5 � (vi;j�0:5 + vi+1;j�0:5) (20)3.2.3 Poisson EquationFor equation I use simple iterative proedure. In the �gure(3) points used for alulation of pressure at eah (i; j) gridpoints are marked.
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I use simple 4 points sheme for Laplae operator. Di-retly from [1℄ expression for one iterative step of poissonequation solver an be written as follows:p0i;j = �a�1(b � (p0i+1;j + p0i�1;j) +  � (p0i;j+1 + p0i;j�1) + d)(21)where a = 2�t � 1�x2 + 1�y2 � (22)b = � �t�x2 (23) = � �t�y2 (24)d = 1�x [ui+0:5;j � ui�0:5;j ℄+ 1�y [vi;j+0:5 � vi;j�0:5℄ (25)That iterative proedure is rather simple - we use equa-tion (21) for all interior points on a grid. After that onestep of iterative proedure is done. Then we hek if so-lution overges. We an do it simply to hek maximumhange of pressure on a grid. If it is bigger than � weontinue iterative proess. Solution should �nish whenpressure �eld is exatly overged � = 0, but in pratie Iuse di�erent value of � for di�erent physial properties ofsimulated models - it will be disussed later.3.3 SIMPLE Revised algorithm
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Figure 4: Flow hart for SIMPLER algorithm.

In the �gure (4) I present SIMPLE Revised algorithm.It is easy to extend existing SIMPLE solution to be SIM-PLER one.Treating the boundary onditions and numerial meth-ods used in SIMPLER solution is almost the same as inSIMPLE, so I will not repeat myself.4 Vortiity-Stream Funtion ap-proahVortiity-Stream Funtion approah to two-dimensionalproblem of solving Navier-Stokes equations is rather easy.A di�erent form of equations an be sary at the beginningbut, mathematially, we have only two variables whihhave to be obtained during omputations: stream vorti-ity vetor � and stream funtion 	.First let us provide some de�nition whih will simplifyNS equation. The main goal of that is to remove expli-itly Pressure from N-S equations. We an do it with theproedure as follows.First let us de�ne vortiity for 2D ase:� = j�j = jr � V j = �v�x � �u�y (26)And stream funtion de�nition is:�	�y = u (27)�	�x = �v (28)We an ombine these de�nitions with equations (3) and(4). It will eliminate pressure from these momentum equa-tions. That ombination will give us non-pressure vorti-ity transport equation whih in non-steady form an bewritten as follows:���t + u���x + v ���y = 1Re(�2��x2 + �2��y2 ) (29)Having ombined equations (26), (27) and (28) we ob-tain poisson equation for the 	 variable:r2	 = �2	�x2 + �2	�y2 = �� (30)Now we have all de�nitions and equations whih areneeded for vortiity-stream solution. We will solve vorti-ity transport equation, then new values of � will be usedto solve equation (30).4



Di�erential Disretization Type���t �n+1��n�t forward, O(h)�2��x2 �i+1;j�2��i;j+�i�1;j(�x)2 entral, O(h2)���x �i+1;j��i�1;j(2��x) entral, O(h2)�2	�x2 	i+1;j�2�	i;j+	i�1;j(�y)2 entral, O(h2)Table 2: Disretizations used in Vortiity-Stream algo-rithm4.1 Non-Staggered GridInstead of using staggered grid in Vortiity-Stream ap-proah, we will plae both � and 	 variables in the sameplae as it is shown in the �gure (5)

Figure 5: � and 	 variables in non staggered grid.Disretization is straightforward and easier to imple-ment in a non-staggered grid than in a staggered grid forthe SIMPLE algorithm.4.2 DisretizationWe will use several shemes to disretize di�erential equa-tion (26). For Poisson equation we will use the same teh-nique whih was presented in the SIMPLE algorithm de-sription, so we will not repeat formulas5.5Formulas for poisson equation will be a little bit di�erent but itis rather easy to obtain it by simple disretization of equation (30).

4.3 Vortiity-Stream funtion algorithmAlgorithm of solution for VS funtion solution is simplierthan for SIMPLE method. It is skethed in the �gure (6).
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Visualize ResultsFigure 6: Algorithm of Vortiity-Stream solution.First we have to set initial values for � and 	. I arbitraryset these values to 0. Then Vortiity Transport Equationis solved and new �n+1 values are obtained. After thatsimple iterative proedure is applied to solve the poissonequation. Finally, new values of veloities are easily foundfrom (27) and (28) equation.5 Two-dimensional Driven-LidCavityLet us now provide some examples of pratial alulationfor implemented methods6. I will show results of Driven-Lid Cavity ow - a standard CFD test ase to hek thesolution.Driven Cavity problem is skethed in the �gure (7). Up-per lid is moving with u veloity. Main goal is to solve NSequations inside the avity to obtain veloity �eld (steadystate). First of all we have to deide about boundary on-ditions for both: SIMPLE and VS approahes whih willbe quite di�erent.6In that setion also boundary onditions will be provided, be-ause they are spei�ed espeially for the given problem.5



u

Figure 7: Driven Cavity (lid moving with u onstants ve-loity.5.1 Boundary Conditions - SIMPLE andSIMPLERFor SIMPLE(R) method we will use BC as follows: Firstwe have to lear pressure values for all boundaries. Weuse simple expression: �p�n = 0 (31)where n is normal to the wall. It means that for alli = 0 : : :NX � 1 points of a grid we apply:pi;0 = pi;1 (32)and pi;ny�1 = pi;ny�2 (33)We apply that proedure for upper and lower wall re-spetively7. Then we have to take are of veloities. Wewould like to apply NOSLIP boundaries for Driven Cavitynon-moving walls, so we have to zero values of veloities onevery wall. First let us make trivial operation: for everyj = 0 : : :NY � 1 set v0;j = 0 (34)and vnx�1;j = 0 (35)The same work should be done for u veloities, for i =0 : : :NX � 1 and for j = NY � 1. Espeially for drivenavity problem we also have to set u veloity equal to 1:0at j = 0 row, whih is done in a straightforward way.One problem is to set boundary onditions at other walls,where no veloity grid points are present. We an do itwith a simple linear interpolation of near veloities i.e. foru veloity, for every j = 0 : : :NY � 1 we set:7For orners simple diagonal values are taken, i.e. p0;0 = p1;1

u0;j = �(2:0=3:0) � u1;j (36)and unx�2;j = �(2:0=3:0) � unx�3;j (37)The same ondition is used for other walls and v veloityomponents.5.2 Boundary Conditions - VortiityStreamIn vortiity-stream formulation I use simple �rst order ex-pressions for � derivatives at the wall. First, we have toset 	 = 0 at all boundaries. Then for NOSLIP boundarywalls we use expression (i.e. for j = ny � 1 row):�i;0 = 2:0 � 	i;0 �	i;1�y2 (38)
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6 ResultsIn that setion some numerial results of alulations with three di�erent tehniques will be presented. Sine results ofalulations are the same I will try to show and ompare di�erenes between methods (auray, onvergene speed).Please note that all omments are under �gures.6.1 Vortiity-Stream, Driven Cavity, Re = 500, Grid: 40x40

Figure 8: Streamlines plot for driven avity with Re = 500 and 1 : 1 aspet ratio, grid size 40x40. Two vortexes arefound in the orners of the Cavity, omputed with the Vortiity-Stream approah. Solution visualized with Streamlineplot tehnique.
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6.2 Di�erent Visualization Tehniques, Driven Cavity, Re = 500, Grid: 40x40

Red - U velocity

Green - V velocity

Vorticity

 Function Distribution
Stream

 Function Distribution

Stream

 Function Contour PlotFigure 9: There are presented di�erent types of visualizations generated by my solver. Computations as above -Re = 500 and other parameters are the same. (That is only a part of possibility visualizations, more will be availableon my web page soon).
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6.3 SIMPLE, SIMPLER, Driven Cavity, Re = 100, Grid: 21x21

40x40, Aspect Ratio 1:1

30x60, Aspect Ratio 1:2

40x60, Aspect Ratio 2:3Figure 10: Streamlines plot for SIMPLE (and SIMPLER - beause they are the same) alulation of driven avitywith Re = 100 and di�erent grid sizes and aspet ratios.6.4 Convergene for SIMPLE and Vortiity-Sream algorthms
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Figure 11: That �gure shows how onvergene hanges during iteration steps. On y axis we have jvn+1jjvnj variable.
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Figure 12: That �gure shows how onvergene hanges during iteration steps. On y axis we have jvn+1jjvnj variable.10



6.5 Convergene omparision
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Figure 13: Convergene test for three solution algorithms. A lot of problems appeared there. Convergene speeddepends on a lot of things, so for di�erent properties of alulation (Reynolds numbers, spatial grid resolution, poissonequation auray et.) di�erent results appears. That results omputed for Re = 300 and grid 30x30 shows thatVortiity-Stream funtion solver onverge faster than SIMPLER and SIMPLE. Anyway - more arefully study shouldbe made there to make sure about that results. On the y axis we have jvn�1 � vnj onvergene oeÆient.
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7 Calulation For Flows over ObstalesIn that setion I present some alulations made to test my SIMPLE solver for problems other than Driven Cavities.There were some problems with boundary onditions and still more work is needed there, but fortunately results arereally nie.

Figure 14: Flow of Inompressible uid over set of holes. Calulation made for Re = 250 and grid size 60x40.

Figure 15: A Vortex-Karmann Street. Calulation made for Re = 400 and grid size 119x40.More results and an appliation "Hydrodynamia" for Windows operating system you an download free of a homepage of an author.
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8 ConlusionI have developed three di�erent methods for alulation of inompressible uid ow. Tests for simple Driven Cavityproblem were made. I ompared onvergene speed for all the methods and it seems that onvergene speed dependson problem formulation and physial properties of simulated system. For future I will try to onern more on howto treat boundary onditions for both - pressure based and vortiity-stream funtion methods. Also some kind ofuser-friendly software will be released in near future. I would like to thank Grzegorz Juraszek for English languageheking.A Appendix ATo alulate primed veloity orretion values we use approximate forms of the momentum equations:�u0�t = ��p0�x (39)�v0�t = ��p0�y (40)If we assume that veloity orretion are zero at the previous time step, we an get straightforward expressions forveloity orretions at urrent time step: u0 = ��t�p0�x (41)v0 = ��t�p0�y (42)Then, those two equations are disretized and we obtain simple expressions for alulation of veloity orretions:u0 = ��t�x (P 0i+1;j � P 0i;j) (43)v0 = ��t�y (P 0i;j+1 � P 0i;j) (44)Referenes[1℄ John D. Anderson, Jr. 'Computational Fluid Dynamis: The Basis with Appliations', MGraw-Hill In, 1995.[2℄ Ryszard Grybos, 'Podstawy mehaniki plynow' (Tom 1 i 2), PWN 1998.[3℄ David Potter 'Metody oblizeniowe �zyki', PWN 1982.[4℄ James D. Bozeman, Charles Dalton, 'Numerial Study of Visous Flow in Cavity', Journal of ComputationalPhysis, vol. 12, 1973.[5℄ J.C. Tannehill, D.A. Anderson, 'Computational Fluid Mehanis and Heat Transfer, Seond Edition', Series inComputational and Physial Proesses in Mehanis and Thermal Sienes .[6℄ C.A.J. Flether, 'Computational Tehniques for Fluid Dynamis, Volume 2', Springer .[7℄ F. H. Harlow, John P. Shannon, 'The Splash of Liquid Drop', Journal of Applied Physis (vol. 38, n.10 Sept.1967).[8℄ J. Welh, F. Harlow, J. Shannon, 'The MAC Method', Los Alamos Sienti� Laboratory of the University ofCalifornia (1965).[9℄ N.Foster, D.Metaxas, 'Realisti Animation of Liquids', Center for Human Modeling and Simulation.13


